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Storage
General Specifications

OSCAR

Waste and Recycle Receptacle Enclosures

Model Number Description Wt. List Price

Laminate Top

RCP-303036-L-4C Oscar Trash Receptacle Enclosure, 
30”D x 30”W x 36”H, Mobile

$2,374

RCPS-303048-L-4C Oscar Trash Receptacle Enclosure 
with tray shelf, 30”D x 30”W x 48”H, 
Mobile

$2,829

Solid Surface Top

RCP-303036-SS-4C Oscar Trash Receptacle Enclosure, 
30”D x 30”W x 36”H, Mobile

$3,457

RCPS-303048-SS-4C Oscar Trash Receptacle Enclosure 
with tray shelf, 30”D x 30”W x 48”H, 
Mobile

$3,735
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Cabinet:
Side panels are 7/8” particle board construction with .050” high-pressure 
laminate on both sides with 3mm PVC banding on exposed edges.  Back panel 
is 11/16” particle board construction with .050” high-pressure laminate on both 
sides. Side and back panels have embedded ¼-20 threaded metal inserts to 
accept machine threaded connecting hardware for metal-to-metal fastener 
contact with support frame. A 1” x 1” 18-gauge steel U-frame is fastened near 
the bottom of the cabinet assembly with ¼-20 35mm bolts.  Sub-top is ¾” 
particle board construction with 3mm PVC banding on exposed edge.  14” 
diameter opening is located in center of the sub-top. Side panels and sub-top 
are assembled with dowel and glue joinery. 

Two (2) black 75mm twin nylon locking swivel casters are mounted to the 
bottom of each end panel with caster U-brackets.

Door panel is 11/16” particle board construction with.050” high-pressure 
laminate on both faces and 3mm PVC banding on all edges and a recessed 
door pull. Door is hung on concealed hinges.

Top Surface and Trayshelf:
Top surface and Trayshelf If applicable) are 7/8” particle board construction 
with .050” high-pressure laminate top and .030” phenolic backer.  12” diameter 
opening is centered in the top surface and fitted with a 12” stainless steel liner 
ring.

Overall Dimensions:
Depth:  30”
Width:   30-11/16”                                                                                              
Height: 48”

Suggested Receptacles (not included):
The Oscar Trash Receptacle enclosure is designed to accept:

- RUBBERMAID BRUTE 32 GALLON with DOLLY or equivalent
- RUBBERMAID BRUTE 44 GALLON (no DOLLY) or equivalent

Required to order: 
Model # including:
• laminate selections
• PVC edgeband selections
• Solid Surface Material (if applicable)

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice P-OSCAR-221017

Please note: Trash can is not included.


